Evolutionary perspectives on the links between mitochondrial genotype and disease phenotype.
Disorders of the mitochondrial respiratory chain are heterogeneous in their symptoms and underlying genetics. Simple links between candidate mutations and expression of disease phenotype typically do not exist. It thus remains unclear how the genetic variation in the mitochondrial genome contributes to the phenotypic expression of complex traits and disease phenotypes. I summarize the basic genetic processes known to underpin mitochondrial disease. I highlight other plausible processes, drawn from the evolutionary biological literature, whose contribution to mitochondrial disease expression remains largely empirically unexplored. I highlight recent advances to the field, and discuss common-ground and -goals shared by researchers across medical and evolutionary domains. Mitochondrial genetic variance is linked to phenotypic variance across a variety of traits (e.g. reproductive function, life expectancy) fundamental to the upkeep of good health. Evolutionary theory predicts that mitochondrial genomes are destined to accumulate male-harming (but female-friendly) mutations, and this prediction has received proof-of-principle support. Furthermore, mitochondrial effects on the phenotype are typically manifested via interactions between mitochondrial and nuclear genes. Thus, whether a mitochondrial mutation is pathogenic in effect can depend on the nuclear genotype in which is it expressed. Many disease phenotypes associated with OXPHOS malfunction might be determined by the outcomes of mitochondrial-nuclear interactions, and by the evolutionary forces that historically shaped mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) sequences. Concepts and results drawn from the evolutionary sciences can have broad, but currently under-utilized, applicability to the medical sciences and provide new insights into understanding the complex genetics of mitochondrial disease. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled Frontiers of Mitochondrial Research.